be found the wiser course to withdraw men and women from their specialist
jobs in order that they may find a wider vision, At the moment there are half
a do2;en residential and a few score non-residential settlements which serve this
need. But there are also a host of voluntary bodies through which the average
man expresses himself in religion and politics, in business and local service,
These free associations are the workshops of democracy, More than once
in English history rumblings could be heard among such societies and this
was the signal for some new educational advance.
To-day, owing partly to the revolutionary discoveries of modern science,
partly to the spread of purely specialist training even in the Universities,
partly to the repetitive nature of modern industry, and partly to the slow
disintegration of old cultures, there has appeared a world-wide restlessness
among youth, both those under eighteen and those between eighteen and
thirty* Hitler and Mussolini have tried to fill this vacuum by harnessing the
energies and spirits of youth to strict, disciplined, national training and to the
lure of the battlefield. The English faith is that there are other methods.
It is well to remember that man for man British youth has gloriously
outmatched the regimented hordes of Germany and Italy on land and sea
and conspicuously in the air, that the spirit of civilians and young people has
been beyond all praise, that devoted service has manifested itself in Civil
Defence, in Women's organisations, in the Home Guard and Youth Service
squads. Perhaps for this very reason everyone knows that a new approach to
an old problem is now necessary* We need now a deliberate and acute exami-
nation of our deficiencies, a clearer understanding of the vast historic forces that
are now so strongly at work among us and the imagination to put into concrete
shape the new direction that must be given to English education.
THE GROWTH OF ENGLISH EDUCATION
**
I
F Bede was the father of English history, King Alfred who translated Bede
from Latin into Anglo-Saxon was the father of English education. He
founded the first public school at Wantage to train the sons of the noblemen of
his day for public service. York, Rochester and Canterbury dispute the claims
of Wantage, but this only proves the fierce local pride which still prevails
throughout the country.
It is difficult to decide who spoke French and who English in medieval
times. Probably the ruling classes of the day still spoke French in the early
fourteenth century and the priests conversed in Latin, (Miss Helen Waddell
tells us that Latin in the twelfth century is the language in which a student
.will write home for a pair of boots) but by 1385 the child in the Grammar
schools * construeth and learneth in Englische/ Medieval life meant corporate
life in manor, borough, guild and learned university ,* indeed the University
was a medieval conception. An international brotherhood of scholars and
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